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				Megadeth - 27/06/2019




	I have a cracked version (KIWI SYSTEMS credited) and it works fine. (unlike the pirated copy, that was posted here a time ago).

Frankly, I do not recall having or even seeing an original disk of this one ever; the closest I got to was a disk to tape conversion (made by one of the 80's ATARI clubs here) that I used before I got the 1050 drive and ventured into the world of speedy I/O operations :-)







		Scott Stilphen - 18/04/2018




	The problem is with Atari800Win, as the dump seems to work fine with Altirra.  Either way, the dump Atarimania has is a pirate copy, as evident by the Captain Wizard N.A.P.O. hacker sig. on the loading screen.







		Atari Frog - 15/04/2018




	Download removed, let's wait before we find a 100% working version from an original disk!







		Scott Stilphen - 15/04/2018




	ATR image not working.  I can get as far as the opening room, but when I go through a door, I get a disk read error (even with disk drive set to r/w)







		LS - 30/01/2012




	When you mount disk in emulator, set your disk drive to R/W. If you don't, you will get "disk error" message on the temple screen.







		Ron - 17/01/2011




	If you get a "disk error" message from your emulator and you are in NTSC mode, try the PAL setting.  It worked for me using Atari800Win Plus 4.0.







		LS - 11/04/2010




	Brilliant for its time, this is the real ancestor to Diablo. I remember playing this a lot in the old times.







		Muffy St. Bernard - 19/03/2008




	Can't get this one to load. I remember the original disk was sometimes flaky.
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			Genre	Adventure - RPG (2-D)	[image: ]	Year	1985
	Language	Machine Language	[image: ]	Publisher	Strategic Simulations, Inc.
	Controls	Joystick, Keyboard	[image: ]	Developer	Paradigm Creators, Inc.
	Players	1	[image: ]	Country	[image: USA]
	Programmer(s)	Lount, Peter / Pickell, Kevin P.
	[image: ]	License	Commercial
	Graphic Artist(s)	Gossen, Trouba
	[image: ]	Medium	[image: ] [image: Disk] 
	Sound		[image: ]	Rarity	[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] 
	Cover Artist(s)	Sommerville, James C. / Saekow, Louis Hsu	[image: ]	Serial	
	Dump	MISSING	[image: ]		
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		Other version with the same title: 


All American Adventures.

May not be 100%.



Missing original disk image!
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	Manual - 1984 version
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